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What is the Guardian Token?
The Guardian Token is the digital asset that represents the Guardian Platform. The
Guardian Platform is a dynamic collection of fully integrated resources, utility, and
information designed to provide the cryptocurrency and digital asset industry with a
user-centric solution portal. It is focused on providing users with the utilities, tools,
and resources we need to execute our individual crypto strategies.

Guardian’s “Honeycomb”
Users who visit the Guardian Platform at www.GuardianPlatform.io are greeted by a
honeycomb design of logos. Guardian’s Phase 1 honeycomb is comprised of individual
components that represent specific utilities, tools, or links to external crypto projects
that provide unique features or services. Hover-over text displays the name of the
component, and if the component is not yet fielded the name will include a delivery
timeline estimate (example, Q3). The displayed Phase 1 honeycomb is just the
beginning of the platform being designed for crypto and digital asset users.

http://www.guardianplatform.io/
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Our Philosophy:
Our philosophy at Guardian revolves around five “high-conviction” principles that drive
our mission, objective, and goals. These five principles serve as our compass.

Mission:
Provide a dynamic and integrated platform of utilities, tools, and solutions that allow
users to plan, execute, monitor, and refine their own personal cryptocurrency and digital
asset strategies.

Objective:
Our objective is to provide users with varying levels of experience a single platform that
contains a broad collection of popular and valuable solutions and resources.

Goals:
1. Work with industry leaders and projects to evaluate and refine existing utilities that
provide users with valuable information and tools.
2. Launch surveys and feedback forms to determine which existing tools earn their
highest levels of confidence and usage.
3. Launch surveys and feedback forms to determine where solution gaps exist within
the cryptocurrencies and digital asset industry.
4. Identify and prioritize the integration of existing solutions and the development of
new solutions based on user needs, emerging technologies, and industry trends.
5. Remain focused on users needs throughout platform design, development,
integration, and fielding.

1. We are in the early stages of cryptocurrency
and digital asset development.

2. Users are the driving force behind adoption.

3. This industry succeeds when users have the
tools to execute their strategies.

4. We are stronger together.

5. Integrate everything.
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Component Development:
The Guardian Platform had 12 initial internal components that were derived from user
surveys, feedback forms, and ArchAngel Token’s Innovation Lab. These 12 components
represent the first wave of desired utility for the Guardian Platform.

Additional platform components have already been added to this list, and another 13
components are already stacked up in the wings waiting for priority assignment.

Name Logo Description

Token Data Live market prices and data

Marketer’s Hub Marketer & Influencer library

BrainStem (T) Exclusive crypto & digital asset video library

Market News Live market crypto & digital asset news

Global Xchange Live global crypto exchange data

Scratch Engine (T) NFT value assessor and evaluator

Sharity (T) Charitable organizations that accept crypto

Herald Official project announcement board

Whale WatchR Track big wallet activity in your projects

Spydr (T) User and project-centric security 

BagTrax Crypto portfolio builder and value tracker

Risk Assessment Personal risk assessment and evaluator

Token Strength Token strength based on specific criteria

GenaLock Securing wealth for future generations

T:  ARCHA Ecosystem Project being developed by an internal Project Team
T:  Project being developed by an external Project Team
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Phase 1 Development:
Every component within the Guardian Platform follows a regimented development cycle
based on industry standards and best practices. This phased approach through the
software development lifecycle (SDLC) is fused with an agile development methodology.
The combination of standard practices and an agile DevOps approach ensures that:

1. We can manage changing priorities in a rapidly advancing industry.
2. Collaboration between users, the project team, and developers is maximized.
3. Alignments and adjustments are made in smaller increments and more frequently.
4. We increase our speed of delivery.
5. The team is maximizing their productivity.
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Component Maturity:
The objective for Phase 1 is for each component to execute individual sub-phases which
follow a progressive design, development, and integration process based not only its
individual component needs, but also based on integration and data dependencies
throughout the platform. This maturity process is depicted below using Guardian’s
Token Data component.

Phase Description Finish Target   Status

1.1 Research & Industry Analysis Nov 2021 Done (On Time)

1.2 Initial token data list & configuration Jan 2022 Done (On Time)

1.3 Initial individual Token Data pages Feb 2022 Done (On Time)

1.4 Integration with Global XChange Apr 2022 Done (Early)

1.5 Token Price Change Indicator feature May 2022 Done (Early)

1.6 Extend prices 12 positions (.000000000000)  June 2022 Started (Early)

1.7 Extended token list & update pages July 2022 Next

1.0 Solicit user feedback and input Oct 2021 Done (On Time)
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Component Integration:
Integration planning is one of the first and most important considerations taken with
each component, utility, or solution being developed for the Guardian Platform. This
step (Page 6, “Platform & Component Strategy”) is critical not only to the individual
component, but also to other components within the Guardian Platform which require
integration based on user needs and/or data or utility dependencies.

In order to integrate properly, the project team takes the time at the beginning of the
process to review the platform’s overarching strategy, the technical requirements,
various data dependencies, and the desired phasing of component development.

The steps taken revolve around:
• Evaluating existing architecture
• Examining data models
• Designing, developing, and testing the interfaces
• Connecting the components
• Normalizing the data
• Prioritizing the flow of data
• Creating custom sequences or triggers (if/then)

Integration is not something 
that just happens on its 

own. It is deliberate, time-
consuming, challenging, and 

process-driven.
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Built with a Long-Term Strategy:
The Guardian Platform and the Guardian Token were built with longevity in mind. We
hired the best blockchain and cryptocurrency attorneys in the US to set up the legal
structure well in advance of token launch:

• Guardian Platform is a US-based LLC in the state of Delaware. The LLC manages the
costs and maintenance of the platform infrastructure, servers, and the platform’s
development contracts. Token assets are not owned by Guardian Platform LLC and
those token assets remain on the blockchain.

• Registered with the IRS and received our EIN.
• Registered with the SEC with EDGAR access.
• Hired our full-time project team which includes a Project Manager, Enterprise

Manager, and Web Content Manager. Additional full-time & part-time positions will
be added as the platform grows. The project team executed KYCs with SolidProof.

• In addition to the full-time project team, Guardian Platform also utilizes an
Enterprise Support Team which includes personnel with various skills and expertise
from a broad range of related fields and processions.

• Guardian’s Smart Contract was delivered to SolidProof for a pre-launch audit. There
were zero critical findings, zero high findings, zero medium findings, five low
findings, and two informational findings.

• 20% of Guardian’s Tokens are being delivered to Uniswap for the ICO. Guardian
Token will be working towards listing on other major exchanges, and nearly 40% of
Guardian’s total supply has been reserved for those future moves to major
exchanges and trading platforms.

• Tokenomics and taxes are designed to support the continued development and
growth of the platform as well as retain flexibility to form strong and lasting
partnerships. This is a critical aspect to the growth potential of the platform.

Contacting the Project Team:
• The project team visits the social sites and engages with community members, but

the best way to contact the project team is via email, as shown on the website:

o Official@GuardianPlatform.io – general topics and official communications
o Mhub@GuardianPlatform.io – used for the Marketer’s Hub
o Support@GuardianPlatform.io – report technical or access issues
o Advertising@GuardianPlatform.io – for advertising information and support
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Project Artifacts and Official Information:
Project artifacts are displayed on the official website at www.GuardianPlatform.io.

Tokenomics & Taxes:
• A deflationary ERC20 token:

o Name: Guardian
o Symbol: Guardian
o Decimal Places: 18

• 100 Trillion total supply
• 5% burned at launch
• 20% delivered to Uniswap for ICO
• 37% reserved in Multi-Sig for future exchanges
• 5% total transaction tax on all buys and sells:

o 1% burn on all buy and sell transactions
o 2% reflections to Guardian holders
o 2% Multisignature wallet for marketing,

ARCHA Staking, liquidity/buybacks, and O&M
• 0% tax on transfers
• Recommended Slippage: 5%-7% during normal transaction volume

Contract Address:
Guardian’s smart contract address is:  0x16c525c7cd751c19adf26f39118154d7c4bd0088

Initial Offering:
Guardian’s ERC20 token is available on Uniswap. The link is provided on our website.

Socials:
Guardian’s social media presence will expand with project growth. At launch, the project 
utilizes Telegram as its primary social platform along with Twitter. 

Telegram: http://www.t.me/Guardian_Tkn
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Guardian_Tkn
Facebook:   https://www.facebook.com/GuardianPlatformToken
Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/guardian_tkn/
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